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The instant #1 bestseller. “This taut and terrifying book is among the most closely observed
accounts of Donald J. Trump’s shambolic tenure in office to date." - Dwight Garner, The New
York Times Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol Leonnig and White House
bureau chief Philip Rucker, both Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive insider narrative
of Donald Trump’s presidency “I alone can fix it.” So proclaimed Donald J. Trump on July 21,
2016, accepting the Republican presidential nomination and promising to restore what he
described as a fallen nation. Yet as he undertook the actual work of the commander in chief, it
became nearly impossible to see beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and
constant bluster. In fact, there were patterns to his behavior and that of his associates. The
universal value of the Trump administration was loyalty—not to the country, but to the president
himself—and Trump’s North Star was always the perpetuation of his own power. With deep and
unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C., Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker reveal the
forty-fifth president up close. Here, for the first time, certain officials who felt honor-bound not
to divulge what they witnessed in positions of trust tell the truth for the benefit of history. A
peerless and gripping narrative, A Very Stable Genius not only reveals President Trump at his
most unvarnished but shows how he tested the strength of America’s democracy and its
common heart as a nation.
"An impressive combination of diligence and verve, deploying Ackerman’s deep stores of
knowledge as a national security journalist to full effect. The result is a narrative of the last 20
years that is upsetting, discerning and brilliantly argued." —The New York Times "One of the
most illuminating books to come out of the Trump era." —New York Magazine An examination
of the profound impact that the War on Terror had in pushing American politics and society in
an authoritarian direction For an entire generation, at home and abroad, the United States has
waged an endless conflict known as the War on Terror. In addition to multiple ground wars, it
has pioneered drone strikes and industrial-scale digital surveillance, as well as detaining
people indefinitely and torturing them. These conflicts have yielded neither peace nor victory,
but they have transformed America. What began as the persecution of Muslims and
immigrants has become a normalized, paranoid feature of American politics and security,
expanding the possibilities for applying similar or worse measures against other targets at
home. A politically divided country turned the War on Terror into a cultural and then tribal
struggle, first on the ideological fringes and ultimately expanding to conquer the Republican
Party, often with the timid acquiescence of the Democratic Party. Today's nativist resurgence
walked through a door opened by the 9/11 era. Reign of Terror will show how these policies
created a foundation for American authoritarianism and, though it is not a book about Donald
Trump, it will provide a critical explanation of his rise to power and the sources of his political
strength. It will show that Barack Obama squandered an opportunity to dismantle the War on
Terror after killing Osama bin Laden. That mistake turns out to have been portentous. By the
end of his tenure, the war metastasized into a broader and bitter culture struggle in search of a
demagogue like Trump to lead it. A union of journalism and intellectual history, Reign of Terror
will be a pathbreaking and definitive book with the power to transform how America
understands its national security policies and their catastrophic impact on its civic life.
Instant #1 New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller From the Washington Post
journalists Yasmeen Abutaleb and Damian Paletta—the definitive account of the Trump
administration’s tragic mismanagement of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the chaos,
incompetence, and craven politicization that has led to more than a half million American
deaths and counting. Since the day Donald Trump was elected, his critics warned that an
unexpected crisis would test the former reality-television host—and they predicted that the
president would prove unable to meet the moment. In 2020, that crisis came to pass, with the
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outcomes more devastating and consequential than anyone dared to imagine. Nightmare
Scenario is the complete story of Donald Trump’s handling—and mishandling—of the COVID-19
catastrophe, during the period of January 2020 up to Election Day that year. Yasmeen
Abutaleb and Damian Paletta take us deep inside the White House, from the Situation Room to
the Oval Office, to show how the members of the administration launched an all-out war
against the health agencies, doctors, and scientific communities, all in their futile attempts to
wish away the worst global pandemic in a century. From the initial discovery of this new
coronavirus, President Trump refused to take responsibility, disputed the recommendations of
his own pandemic task force, claimed the virus would “just disappear,” mocked advocates for
safe-health practices, and encouraged his base and the entire GOP to ignore or rescind public
health safety measures. Abutaleb and Paletta reveal the numerous times officials tried to
dissuade Trump from following his worst impulses as he defied recommendations from the
experts and even members of his own administration. And they show how the petty
backstabbing and rivalries among cabinet members, staff, and aides created a toxic
environment of blame, sycophancy, and political pressure that did profound damage to the
public health institutions that Americans needed the most during this time. Even after an
outbreak in the fall that swept through the White House and infected Trump himself, he
remained defiant in his approach to the virus, very likely costing him his own reelection. Based
on exhaustive reporting and hundreds of hours of interviews from inside the disaster zone at all
levels of authority, Nightmare Scenario is a riveting account of how the United States
government failed its people as never before, a tragedy whose devastating aftershocks will
linger and be felt by generations to come.
The essential, bestselling book that first defined President Donald Trump's political ideas. The
America We Deserve is the essential book for anyone who wants to understand the core of
Donald Trump's political thinking. In this book, written as he first considered running for
president in 2000, Trump offers no-nonsense, populist, provocative, and dramatic solutions to
issues that continue to resonate with voters today. In this book, Trump lays out a vision for
America that is strong, optimistic, and founded on core Republican principles of self-reliance,
limited governance, economic growth, and equitable taxation. Striking for its similarities to
President Trump's current initiatives--but also fascinating in its differences--The America We
Deserve reveals a man who is fully engaged with the nation and cares deeply about its future.
Readers and voters will discover Trump's ideas on: *Foreign policy and relations with China,
Russia, North Korea, and Israel *How to fix our broken and underperfoming education system
*Reducing regulations on business to help create jobs and economic growth *A dramatic onetime tax on the super-wealthy to close the national debt and fuel tax cuts for the middle class
*Immigration, crime, terrorism, and more The America We Deserve is essential reading for
Trump-watchers, voters, Republicans, Democrats, and anyone interested in how Trump the
businessman became Trump the president.
The first behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most enigmatic First Lady in U.S. history
Melania Trump is an enigma. Regardless of your political leanings, she is fascinating—a First
Lady who, in many ways, is the most modern and groundbreaking in recent history. A former
model whose beauty in person leaves people breathless, a woman whose upbringing in a
communist country spurred a relentless drive for stability, both for herself and for her family. A
reluctant pillar in a controversial presidential administration who speaks five languages and
runs the East Wing like none of her predecessors ever could—underestimate her at your own
peril (as a former government official did and was summarily fired). But who is she really? In
Free, Melania we get an insider's look at Melania Trump, from her childhood in Slovenia to her
days in the White House, and everything in between. We see the Trump family dynamics that
Melania has had to navigate, including her strained relationship with Ivanka. We get a rare
glimpse into what goes into her famous and sometimes infamous clothing choices (including
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perhaps the real message behind Melania’s controversial jacket, “I Really Don’t Care, Do
U?”, which she wore while visiting the U.S.-Mexico border), and how a publicly quiet Melania
actually speaks very loudly—if you just know where, and how, to listen. And we get a behind-thescenes look at her often eyebrow-raising relationship with Donald Trump, from their beginnings
to becoming the most unusual First Family in modern history. Looking at Melania in the
pantheon of historic First Ladies, Kate Bennett shows just how different Melania Trump is and
why she matters. Bennett, an expert on First Ladies, has unparalleled access to Melania’s
very small and loyal inner circle. As she shows in this page-turning book, the seemingly most
reluctant First Lady is, in many ways, the most compelling and complex First Lady, ever.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people
have when their assumptions about race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist
educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to
the defensive moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is
characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial
equilibrium and prevent any meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration,
DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we
can do to engage more constructively.
The author tells how he rebounded from the verge of bankruptcy in 1990 to regain his status as
New York's most prominent businessman, revealing his successful real estate and investment
strategies
The business magnate discusses his purchases of the Eastern Shuttle and Plaza Hotel, his
construction of the Taj Mahal, and his sponsorship of heavyweight boxing, and gives advice on
dealing with success and the importance of toughness
In Never Give Up, Donald Trump tells the dramatic stories of his biggest challenges, lowest
moments, and worst mistakes-and how he uses tenacity and creativity to turn defeat into
victory. Each chapter includes an inspiring story from Trump's career and concludes with
expert commentary and coaching from adversity researcher and author Paul Stoltz.
Inspirational and intelligent, Never Give Up will help you deal with your own personal
challenges, failures, and weaknesses.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Ivanka is donating the unpaid portion of her advance and
all future royalties received from Women Who Work to the Ivanka M. Trump Charitable Fund, a
donor advised fund that will make grants to organizations that empower and educate women
and girls.* "This is a chatty step-by-step guide to living a happy life and getting ahead in a
career." —USA Today "The advice is spot-on for everyone, not just women." —Tony Hsieh, CEO
of Zappos.com and author of Delivering Happiness I believe that when it comes to women and
work, there isn’t one right answer. The only person who can create a life you’ll love is you.
Our grandmothers fought for the right to work. Our mothers fought for the choice to be in an
office or to stay at home. Our generation is the first to fully embrace and celebrate the fact that
our lives are multidimensional. Thanks to the women who came before us and paved the way,
we can create the lives we want to lead—which look different for each of us. I’ve been fortunate
to be able to build my career around my passions, from real estate to fashion. But my
professional titles only begin to describe who I am and what I value. I have been an executive
and an entrepreneur, but also—and just as importantly—a wife, mother, daughter, and friend. To
me, “work” encompasses my efforts to succeed in all of these areas. After appearing on The
Apprentice years ago and receiving a flood of letters from young women asking for guidance, I
realized the need for more female leaders to speak out publicly in order to change the way
society thinks and talks about “women who work.” So I created a forum to do just that. This
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book evolves the conversation that started on IvankaTrump.com, where so many incredible
women (and men!) have shared their experiences, advice, ambitions, and passions. Women
who work lead meetings and train for marathons. We learn how to cook and how to code. We
inspire our employees and our children. We innovate at our current jobs and start new
businesses. Women Who Work will equip you with the best skills I’ve learned from some of
the amazing people I’ve met, on subjects such as identifying opportunities, shifting careers
smoothly, negotiating, leading teams, starting companies, managing work and family, and
helping change the system to make it better for women—now and in the future. I hope it will
inspire you to redefine success and architect a life that honors your individual passions and
priorities, in a way only you can. * The Ivanka M. Trump Charitable Fund (the “Fund”) is a
donor advised fund that supports the economic empowerment of women and girls. Ivanka
Trump is the grant advisor to the Fund and sole member of IT WWW Pub, LLC (the “LLC”),
which receives royalties from the publication of Women Who Work. The LLC will contribute a
minimum $425,000 to the Fund, which is the unpaid portion of the advance, net of expenses.
In addition, the LLC will contribute all future royalties it receives that are in excess of the
advance to the Fund during the period from May 1, 2017 to May 1, 2022.
In Never Give Up, Donald Trump tells the dramatic stories of his biggest challenges, lowest
moments, and worst mistakes—and how he uses tenacity and creativity to turn defeat into
victory. Each chapter includes an inspiring story from Trump’s career and concludes with
expert commentary and coaching from adversity researcher and author Paul Stoltz.
Inspirational and intelligent, Never Give Up will help you deal with your own personal
challenges, failures, and weaknesses.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the Pulitzer Prize–winning critic comes an
impassioned critique of America’s retreat from reason We live in a time when the very idea of
objective truth is mocked and discounted by the occupants of the White House. Discredited
conspiracy theories and ideologies have resurfaced, proven science is once more up for
debate, and Russian propaganda floods our screens. The wisdom of the crowd has usurped
research and expertise, and we are each left clinging to the beliefs that best confirm our
biases. How did truth become an endangered species in contemporary America? This decline
began decades ago, and in The Death of Truth, former New York Times critic Michiko Kakutani
takes a penetrating look at the cultural forces that contributed to this gathering storm. In social
media and literature, television, academia, and politics, Kakutani identifies the
trends—originating on both the right and the left—that have combined to elevate subjectivity over
factuality, science, and common values. And she returns us to the words of the great critics of
authoritarianism, writers like George Orwell and Hannah Arendt, whose work is newly and
eerily relevant. With remarkable erudition and insight, Kakutani offers a provocative diagnosis
of our current condition and points toward a new path for our truth-challenged times.
First he made two billion dollars. Then he made The Apprentice. Now The Donald shows you
how to make a fortune, Trump style.
Over the years, President Donald Trump has written many bestselling books, but he has also
written shorter essays that encompass his philosophy about how to live life to the fullest, both
personally and professionally. In these pieces, which have been personally selected by Trump
for this book, he gives his special perspective in what amounts to an "informal education"
about success in business and in life. With a foreword by Rich Dad, Poor Dad, author Robert
Kiyosaki, Trump's business acumen is on full display in such essays as: *Keep the Big Picture
in Mind *Essays, Assets, and Stephen King *Imagination: A Key to Financial Savvy *Financial
Literacy *Think Like a Genius *How to Get Rich
President Donald J. Trump lays out his professional and personal worldview in this classic
work—a firsthand account of the rise of America’s foremost deal-maker. “I like thinking big. I
always have. To me it’s very simple: If you’re going to be thinking anyway, you might as well
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think big.”—Donald J. Trump Here is Trump in action—how he runs his organization and how he
runs his life—as he meets the people he needs to meet, chats with family and friends, clashes
with enemies, and challenges conventional thinking. But even a maverick plays by rules, and
Trump has formulated time-tested guidelines for success. He isolates the common elements in
his greatest accomplishments; he shatters myths; he names names, spells out the zeros, and
fully reveals the deal-maker’s art. And throughout, Trump talks—really talks—about how he
does it. Trump: The Art of the Deal is an unguarded look at the mind of a brilliant
entrepreneur—the ultimate read for anyone interested in the man behind the spotlight. Praise
for Trump: The Art of the Deal “Trump makes one believe for a moment in the American
dream again.”—The New York Times “Donald Trump is a deal maker. He is a deal maker the
way lions are carnivores and water is wet.”—Chicago Tribune “Fascinating . . . wholly
absorbing . . . conveys Trump’s larger-than-life demeanor so vibrantly that the reader’s
attention is instantly and fully claimed.”—Boston Herald “A chatty, generous, chutzpa-filled
autobiography.”—New York Post
An instant #1 New York Times bestseller. The definitive behind-the-scenes story of Trump's
final year in office, by Phil Rucker and Carol Leonnig, the Pulitzer-Prize winning reporters and
authors of A Very Stable Genius. “Chilling.” – Anderson Cooper “Jaw-dropping.” – John
Berman “Shocking.” – John Heilemann “Explosive.” – Hallie Jackson “Blockbuster new
reporting.” – Nicolle Wallace “Bracing new revelations.” – Brian Williams “Bombshell
reporting.” – David Muir The true story of what took place in Donald Trump’s White House
during a disastrous 2020 has never before been told in full. What was really going on around
the president, as the government failed to contain the coronavirus and over half a million
Americans perished? Who was influencing Trump after he refused to concede an election he
had clearly lost and spread lies about election fraud? To answer these questions, Phil Rucker
and Carol Leonnig reveal a dysfunctional and bumbling presidency’s inner workings in
unprecedented, stunning detail. Focused on Trump and the key players around him—the
doctors, generals, senior advisers, and Trump family members— Rucker and Leonnig provide a
forensic account of the most devastating year in a presidency like no other. Their sources were
in the room as time and time again Trump put his personal gain ahead of the good of the
country. These witnesses to history tell the story of him longing to deploy the military to the
streets of American cities to crush the protest movement in the wake of the killing of George
Floyd, all to bolster his image of strength ahead of the election. These sources saw firsthand
his refusal to take the threat of the coronavirus seriously—even to the point of allowing himself
and those around him to be infected. This is a story of a nation sabotaged—economically,
medically, and politically—by its own leader, culminating with a groundbreaking, minute-byminute account of exactly what went on in the Capitol building on January 6, as Trump’s
supporters so easily breached the most sacred halls of American democracy, and how the
president reacted. With unparalleled access, Rucker and Leonnig explain and expose exactly
who enabled—and who foiled—Trump as he sought desperately to cling to power. A classic and
heart-racing work of investigative reporting, this book is destined to be read and studied by
citizens and historians alike for decades to come.
This is the book that the leftist elites don't want you to read -- Donald Trump, Jr., exposes all
the tricks that the left uses to smear conservatives and push them out of the public square,
from online "shadow banning" to rampant "political correctness." In Triggered, Donald Trump,
Jr. will expose all the tricks that the left uses to smear conservatives and push them out of the
public square, from online "shadow banning" to fake accusations of "hate speech." No topic is
spared from political correctness. This is the book that the leftist elites don't want you to read!
Trump, Jr. will write about the importance of fighting back and standing up for what you believe
in. From his childhood summers in Communist Czechoslovakia that began his political thought
process, to working on construction sites with his father, to the major achievements of
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President Trump's administration, Donald Trump, Jr. spares no details and delivers a book that
focuses on success and perseverance, and proves offense is the best defense.
THE INSTANT SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Landslide cuts deeper than any previous book
about this president, indeed about any president' The Times 'First there was Fire and Fury,
then there was Siege, now there is Landslide. The third is the best of the three . . . Required
reading' Guardian 'Michael Wolff concludes his Trump trilogy - with the best book yet . . .
Unforgettable' Telegraph 'Wolff is the shrewdest chronicler of Trump' Sunday Times
__________________________________________ 'We won. Won in a landslide. This was a
landslide.' President Donald J. Trump, 6 January 2021 Politics has given us some shocking
and confounding moments but none have come close to the careening final days of Donald
Trump's presidency: the surreal stage management of his re-election campaign, his audacious
election challenge, the harrowing mayhem of the storming of the Capitol and the buffoonery of
the second impeachment trial. But what was really going on in the inner sanctum of the White
House during these calamitous events? What did the president and his dwindling cadre of
loyalists actually believe? And what were they planning? Drawing on an exclusive and wide
range of sources who took part in or witnessed Trump's closing moments, Michael Wolff finds
the Oval Office more chaotic and bizarre than ever before, a kind of Star Wars bar scene. At all
times of the day, Trump, hunched behind the Resolute desk, is surrounded by schemers and
unqualified sycophants who spoon-feed him the 'alternative facts' he hungers to hear - about
COVID-19, Black Lives Matter protests, and, most of all, his chance of winning re-election. In
this extraordinary telling of a unique moment in history, Wolff gives us front row seats as
Trump's circle of plotters whittles down to the most enabling and the least qualified - and the
president overreaches the bounds of democracy, entertaining the idea of martial law and
balking at calling off the insurrectionist mob that threatens the hallowed seat of democracy
itself. Michael Wolff pulled back the curtain on the Trump presidency with his globally
bestselling blockbuster Fire and Fury. Now, in Landslide, he closes the door on the presidency
with a final, astonishingly candid tale.
The National Book Award Finalist and New York Times bestseller that became a guide and
balm for a country struggling to understand the election of Donald Trump "A generous but
disconcerting look at the Tea Party. . . . This is a smart, respectful and compelling book."
—Jason DeParle, The New York Times Book Review When Donald Trump won the 2016
presidential election, a bewildered nation turned to Strangers in Their Own Land to understand
what Trump voters were thinking when they cast their ballots. Arlie Hochschild, one of the most
influential sociologists of her generation, had spent the preceding five years immersed in the
community around Lake Charles, Louisiana, a Tea Party stronghold. As Jedediah Purdy put it
in the New Republic, "Hochschild is fascinated by how people make sense of their lives. . . .
[Her] attentive, detailed portraits . . . reveal a gulf between Hochchild's 'strangers in their own
land' and a new elite." Already a favorite common read book in communities and on campuses
across the country and called "humble and important" by David Brooks and "masterly" by Atul
Gawande, Hochschild's book has been lauded by Noam Chomsky, New Orleans mayor Mitch
Landrieu, and countless others. The paperback edition features a new afterword by the author
reflecting on the election of Donald Trump and the other events that have unfolded both in
Louisiana and around the country since the hardcover edition was published, and also includes
a readers' group guide at the back of the book.
First he made five billion dollars. Then he made The Apprentice. Now The Donald shows you
how to make a fortune, Trump style. HOW TO GET RICH Real estate titan, bestselling author,
and TV impresario Donald J. Trump reveals the secrets of his success in this candid and
unprecedented book of business wisdom and advice. Over the years, everyone has urged
Trump to write on this subject, but it wasn’t until NBC and executive producer Mark Burnett
asked him to star in The Apprentice that he realized just how hungry people are to learn how
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great personal wealth is created and first-class businesses are run. Thousands applied to be
Trump’s apprentice, and millions have been watching the program, making it the highest rated
debut of the season. In Trump: How To Get Rich, Trump tells all–about the lessons learned
from The Apprentice, his real estate empire, his position as head of the 20,000-member Trump
Organization, and his most important role, as a father who has successfully taught his children
the value of money and hard work. With his characteristic brass and smarts, Trump offers
insights on how to • invest wisely • impress the boss and get a raise • manage a business
efficiently • hire, motivate, and fire employees • negotiate anything • maintain the quality of
your brand • think big and live large Plus, The Donald tells all on the art of the hair! With his
luxury buildings, award-winning golf courses, high-stakes casinos, and glamorous beauty
pageants, Donald J. Trump is one of a kind in American business. Every day, he lives the
American dream. Now he shows you how it’s done, in this rollicking, inspirational, and
illuminating behind-the-scenes story of invaluable lessons and rich rewards.
Barbara A. Res worked directly with Donald Trump for eighteen years on some of his biggest
projects and had nearly unlimited access to him. Trump selected Res to be in charge of
construction of Trump Tower, his greatest success as a developer. In this insider’s look at how
the ambitious real estate developer became the most divisive president in recent U.S. history,
Res takes us into closed-door meetings, boardrooms, limo rides, and helicopter flights to really
understand what makes him tick and show us why his claim to be a great dealmaker and savvy
businessman is just a mirage. No one with this kind of access to Trump during his formative
years as a developer has ever written so completely about who he is away from the cameras.
It’s no wonder that when the media are looking for someone who really understands Trump,
they turn to Res. Candid, personal, and deeply perceptive, Res shines new light on the man
whose depravity has put us all—and democracy itself—in danger. Includes a 16-page photo
insert featuring images from the author's personal collection.
A New York Times bestseller! For the first time in his own words, President-elect Donald J.
Trump explains his plan to make America great again! He wants to “put America’s interests
first—and that means doing what’s right for our economy, our national security, and our public
safety.” Throughout the 2016 campaign, Trump conjured images of American strength and
culture when small towns boomed with industry, mom and pop shops bustled, and people said,
“Merry Christmas!” The media scoffed at Trump’s vision and the people who supported him;
they were blinded by the Clinton machine. But their eyes were opened after Trump won 62
million votes and the Oval Office. Even Republican House Speaker Paul Ryan said, “Donald
Trump heard a voice in this country that no one else heard.” As Trump says in Time to Get
Tough, “I’ve built businesses across the globe. I’ve dealt with foreign leaders. I’ve created
tens of thousands of American jobs. My whole life has been about executing deals and making
real money—massive money. That’s what I do for a living: make big things happen…” Trump is
about to make the biggest deals of his life, and he’s going to make them for America! From
reversing lax immigration policies to eliminating regulations that restrict small businesses,
Donald Trump understands that America “doesn’t need cowardice, it needs courage.”
President Elect Trump is about to “Make America Great Again” and Time to Get Tough is his
blueprint!
______________________________ THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER FROM THE 45th
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 'I like thinking big. I always have. To me it's very
simple: If you're going to be thinking anyway, you might as well think big.' - Donald J. Trump
Here is Trump in action - how he runs his business and how he runs his life - as he meets the
people he needs to meet, chats with family and friends, clashes with enemies, and changes
the face of the New York City skyline. But even a maverick plays by the rules, and Trump has
formulated eleven guidelines for success. He isolates the common elements in his greatest
deals; he shatters myths; he names names, spells out the zeros, and fully reveals the dealPage 7/13
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maker's art. And throughout, Trump talks - really talks - about how he does it. Trump: The Art
of the Deal is an unguarded look at the mind of a brilliant entrepreneur and an unprecedented
education in the practice of deal-making. It's the most streetwise business book there is - and
the ultimate read for anyone interested in making money and achieving success, and knowing
the man behind the spotlight.
Trump Never Give UpHow I Turned My Biggest Challenges into SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons

"I recommend a book by Professor Williams, it is really worth a read, it's called White
Working Class." -- Vice President Joe Biden on Pod Save America An Amazon Best
Business and Leadership book of 2017 Around the world, populist movements are
gaining traction among the white working class. Meanwhile, members of the
professional elite—journalists, managers, and establishment politicians--are on the
outside looking in, left to argue over the reasons. In White Working Class, Joan C.
Williams, described as having "something approaching rock star status" by the New
York Times, explains why so much of the elite's analysis of the white working class is
misguided, rooted in class cluelessness. Williams explains that many people have
conflated "working class" with "poor"--but the working class is, in fact, the elusive,
purportedly disappearing middle class. They often resent the poor and the
professionals alike. But they don't resent the truly rich, nor are they particularly
bothered by income inequality. Their dream is not to join the upper middle class, with its
different culture, but to stay true to their own values in their own communities--just with
more money. While white working-class motivations are often dismissed as racist or
xenophobic, Williams shows that they have their own class consciousness. White
Working Class is a blunt, bracing narrative that sketches a nuanced portrait of millions
of people who have proven to be a potent political force. For anyone stunned by the
rise of populist, nationalist movements, wondering why so many would seemingly vote
against their own economic interests, or simply feeling like a stranger in their own
country, White Working Class will be a convincing primer on how to connect with a
crucial set of workers--and voters.
The transition from President Donald J. Trump to President Joseph R. Biden Jr. stands
as one of the most dangerous periods in American history. But as # 1 internationally
bestselling author Bob Woodward and acclaimed reporter Robert Costa reveal for the
first time, it was far more than just a domestic political crisis. Woodward and Costa
interviewed more than 200 people at the center of the turmoil, resulting in more than
6,000 pages of transcripts—and a spellbinding and definitive portrait of a nation on the
brink. This classic study of Washington takes readers deep inside the Trump White
House, the Biden White House, the 2020 campaign, and the Pentagon and Congress,
with vivid, eyewitness accounts of what really happened. Peril is supplemented
throughout with never-before-seen material from secret orders, transcripts of
confidential calls, diaries, emails, meeting notes and other personal and government
records, making for an unparalleled history. It is also the first inside look at Biden’s
presidency as he faces the challenges of a lifetime: the continuing deadly pandemic
and millions of Americans facing soul-crushing economic pain, all the while navigating a
bitter and disabling partisan divide, a world rife with threats, and the hovering, dark
shadow of the former president. “We have much to do in this winter of peril,” Biden
declared at his inauguration, an event marked by a nerve-wracking security alert and
the threat of domestic terrorism. Peril is the extraordinary story of the end of one
presidency and the beginning of another, and represents the culmination of Bob
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Woodward’s news-making trilogy on the Trump presidency, along with Fear and Rage.
And it is the beginning of a collaboration with fellow Washington Post reporter Robert
Costa that will remind readers of Woodward’s coverage, with Carl Bernstein, of
President Richard M. Nixon’s final days.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Reilly pokes more holes in Trump's claims than
there are sand traps on all of his courses combined. It is by turns amusing and
alarming." -- The New Yorker "Golf is the spine of this shocking, wildly humorous book,
but humanity is its flesh and spirit." -- Chicago Sun-Times "Every one of Trump's most
disgusting qualities surfaces in golf." -- The Ringer An outrageous indictment of Donald
Trump's appalling behavior when it comes to golf -- on and off the green -- and what it
reveals about his character. Donald Trump loves golf. He loves to play it, buy it, build it,
and operate it. He owns 14 courses around the world and runs another five, all of which
he insists are the best on the planet. He also claims he's a 3 handicap, almost never
loses, and has won an astonishing 18 club championships. How much of all that is
true? Almost none of it, acclaimed sportswriter Rick Reilly reveals in this unsparing look
at Trump in the world of golf. Based on Reilly's own experiences with Trump as well as
interviews with over 100 golf pros, amateurs, developers, and caddies, Commander in
Cheat is a startling and at times hilarious indictment of Trump and his golf game. You'll
learn how Trump cheats (sometimes with the help of his caddies and Secret Service
agents), lies about his scores (the "Trump Bump"), tells whoppers about the rank of his
courses and their worth (declaring that every one of them is worth $50 million), and
tramples the etiquette of the game (driving on greens doesn't help). Trump doesn't brag
so much, though, about the golf contractors he stiffs, the course neighbors he
intimidates, or the way his golf decisions wind up infecting his political ones. For Trump,
it's always about winning. To do it, he uses the tricks he picked up from the hustlers at
the public course where he learned the game as a college kid, and then polished as
one of the most bombastic businessmen of our time. As Reilly writes, "Golf is like
bicycle shorts. It reveals a lot about a man." Commander in Cheat "paints a sidesplitting portrait of a congenital cheater" (Esquire), revealing all kinds of unsightly truths
Trump has been hiding.
The inauguration of Donald Trump as the 45th President of the United States was held
on Friday, January 20, 2017, on the West Front of the United States Capitol Building in
Washington, D.C.The inauguration marked the beginning of the four-year term of
Donald Trump as President and of Mike Pence as Vice President. The presidential oath
of office was administered to Trump by Chief Justice John Roberts and the vice
presidential oath of office was administered to Pence by Associate Justice Clarence
Thomas.Benedictions were given by several clerics (among them a rabbi and reverend
Franklin Graham, son of the retired reverend Billy Graham, who for decades gave
benedictions at the inauguration of US presidents).Main theme in the auguration
speech of President Trump was his focus on the interests of the United States ("Make
America Great Again").
In this revelatory, authoritative portrait of Donald J. Trump and the toxic family that
made him, Mary L. Trump, a trained clinical psychologist and Donald’s only niece,
shines a bright light on the dark history of their family in order to explain how her uncle
became the man who now threatens the world’s health, economic security, and social
fabric. Mary Trump spent much of her childhood in her grandparents’ large, imposing
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house in the heart of Queens, New York, where Donald and his four siblings grew up.
She describes a nightmare of traumas, destructive relationships, and a tragic
combination of neglect and abuse. She explains how specific events and general family
patterns created the damaged man who currently occupies the Oval Office, including
the strange and harmful relationship between Fred Trump and his two oldest sons, Fred
Jr. and Donald. A firsthand witness to countless holiday meals and interactions, Mary
brings an incisive wit and unexpected humor to sometimes grim, often confounding
family events. She recounts in unsparing detail everything from her uncle Donald’s
place in the family spotlight and Ivana’s penchant for regifting to her grandmother’s
frequent injuries and illnesses and the appalling way Donald, Fred Trump’s favorite
son, dismissed and derided him when he began to succumb to Alzheimer’s. Numerous
pundits, armchair psychologists, and journalists have sought to parse Donald J.
Trump’s lethal flaws. Mary L. Trump has the education, insight, and intimate familiarity
needed to reveal what makes Donald, and the rest of her clan, tick. She alone can
recount this fascinating, unnerving saga, not just because of her insider’s perspective
but also because she is the only Trump willing to tell the truth about one of the world’s
most powerful and dysfunctional families.
Donald J. Trump, President of the United States of America, the Commander in Chief,
came to power in January 2017 after defeating opponent Hillary Clinton in the 2016
election. His online public diary on Twitter describes his daily thoughts about political
happenings, opinions, and plans. He tells of misdeeds by Hillary Clinton and Barack
Obama and call out the Fake News at CNN, NBC, and the New York Times. President
Trump provides details about the real story behind Russia and collusion. If you ever
wanted to really get to know the president, this is the book to read. Here is the
president's story in his own words, gathered from his Twitter account and presented in
a single narrative. It provides an intimate portrait of a president hard at work protecting
the country from immigrants, getting the country out of bad treaties, and fighting back
against so-called "global warming" climate scientists. Subjects in the book: *
Republicans * Democrats * Hillary Clinton * Barack Obama * Fake News * Fox News *
CNN * NBC * New York Times * Changing Laws * Constitutional Rights * Retaliation *
Vaccines * Global Warming * Torture * Executions * Guns * Women * Russia * No
Collusion * Political Campaigns * Rallies * and much more! "TWITTER, TWEET,
RETWEET and the Twitter logo are trademarks of Twitter, Inc. or its affiliates."
It’s not good enough to want it. You’ve got to know how to get it. Real estate titan,
bestselling author, and TV star Donald J. Trump is the man to teach you the billionaire
mind-set–how to think about money, career skills, and life. Here is crucial advice on
investing in real estate from the expert, everything from dealing with brokers to
renovating to assessing the value of property, buying and selling, and securing a
mortgage. Trump will show you how to cut costs, decide how much risk to assume in
your investments, and divide up your portfolio. He’ll also teach you how to impress
anyone, how to correct or criticize someone effectively, and how to know if your friends
are loyal–everything you need to know to get ahead. And once you’ve earned your
money, you’ve got to learn to spend it well. Trump presents his consumer guide to the
best things in life, from wine to golf clubs to engagement rings. Check out the billionaire
lifestyle–how they shop and what they buy. Even if you’re not superwealthy, you can
afford many of these luxuries. And what look inside the Trump world would be complete
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without The Apprentice? Trump will take you behind the scenes, from the end of
season one and into season two, with insights into the making and the meaning of TV’s
hottest show. As Donald Trump proves, getting rich is easy. Staying rich is harder. Your
chances are better, and you’ll have more fun, if you think like a billionaire. This is the
book that will help you make a real difference in your life.
Crippled America by Donald Trump | Key Takeaways & Analysis Preview: Much has
been written about Donald Trump and his campaign for the 2016 Republican
nomination for president. But what does the billionaire builder and media personality
himself have to say about what America’s greatest problems are? And just as
important, what solutions does he offer to address these issues? Crippled America:
How to Make America Great Again offers a revealing look at his thinking… PLEASE
NOTE: This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the original book.
Inside this Instaread of Crippled America: · Overview of the book · Important People ·
Key Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways

In advance of the 2020 election, legal scholar Lawrence Douglas prepares
readers for a less-than-peaceful transition of power. It doesn't require a strong
imagination to get a sense of the mayhem Trump will unleash if he loses a
closely contested election. It is no less disturbing to imagine Trump still insisting
that he is the rightful leader of the nation. With millions of diehard supporters
firmly believing that their revered president has been toppled by malignant forces
of the Deep State, Trump could remain a force of constitutional chaos for years to
come. WILL TRUMP GO? addresses such questions as: How might Trump
engineer his refusal to acknowledge electoral defeat? What legal and extra-legal
paths could he pursue in mobilizing a challenge to the electoral outcome? What
legal, political, institutional, and popular mechanisms can be used to stop him?
What would be the fallout of a failure to remove him from office? What would be
the fallout of a successful effort to unseat him? Can our democracy snap back
from Trump? Trump himself has essentially told the nation he will never accept
electoral defeat. A book that prepares us for Trump's refusal to concede, then, is
hardly speculative; it is a necessary precaution against a coming crisis.
Rage is an unprecedented and intimate tour de force of new reporting on the
Trump presidency facing a global pandemic, economic disaster and racial unrest.
Woodward, the #1 international bestselling author of Fear: Trump in the White
House, has uncovered the precise moment the president was warned that the
Covid-19 epidemic would be the biggest national security threat to his
presidency. In dramatic detail, Woodward takes readers into the Oval Office as
Trump’s head pops up when he is told in January 2020 that the pandemic could
reach the scale of the 1918 Spanish Flu that killed 675,000 Americans. In 17 onthe-record interviews with Woodward over seven volatile months—an utterly vivid
window into Trump’s mind—the president provides a self-portrait that is part
denial and part combative interchange mixed with surprising moments of doubt
as he glimpses the perils in the presidency and what he calls the “dynamite
behind every door.” At key decision points, Rage shows how Trump’s responses
to the crises of 2020 were rooted in the instincts, habits and style he developed
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during his first three years as president. Revisiting the earliest days of the Trump
presidency, Rage reveals how Secretary of Defense James Mattis, Secretary of
State Rex Tillerson and Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats struggled to
keep the country safe as the president dismantled any semblance of collegial
national security decision making. Rage draws from hundreds of hours of
interviews with firsthand witnesses as well as participants’ notes, emails, diaries,
calendars and confidential documents. Woodward obtained 25 never-seen
personal letters exchanged between Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un, who describes the bond between the two leaders as out of a “fantasy film.”
Trump insists to Woodward he will triumph over Covid-19 and the economic
calamity. “Don’t worry about it, Bob. Okay?” Trump told the author in July.
“Don’t worry about it. We’ll get to do another book. You’ll find I was right.”
From the #1 bestselling author of Too Much and Never Enough: A diagnosis of
America's national trauma, and a way to heal. The Reckoning will examine
America’s national trauma, rooted in our history but dramatically exacerbated by
the impact of current events and the Trump administration’s corrupt and immoral
policies. Our failure to acknowledge this trauma, let alone root it out, has allowed
it to metastasize. Whether it manifests itself in rising levels of rage and hatred, or
hopelessness and apathy, the stress of living in a country we no longer recognize
has affected all of us. America is suffering from PTSD—a new leader alone cannot
fix us. An enormous amount of healing must be done to rebuild our faith in
leadership, and our hope for this nation. It starts with The Reckoning.
In Trump 101, Trump himself becomes your personal mentor and coach as he
shares tips, tactics, and strategies, all designed to help you make the most of
yourself, your career, and your life. Each chapter covers a basic rule or belief,
and shows you how to make it work for you. Learn the vital qualities and skills
that every successful businessperson needs.
Tough-minded real estate developer and star of The Apprentice, Donald Trump
asked 100 of the world's most successful real estate experts to tell him the best
real estate advice they ever received. The answers are insightful, practical, and
particularly helpful for anyone wanting to profit from the current uncertain real
estate market, whether commercial or private.
As this bestseller predicted, Trump has only grown more erratic and dangerous
as the pressures on him mount. This new edition includes new essays bringing
the book up to date—because this is still not normal. Originally released in fall
2017, The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump was a runaway bestseller. Alarmed
Americans and international onlookers wanted to know: What is wrong with him?
That question still plagues us. The Trump administration has proven as chaotic
and destructive as its opponents feared, and the man at the center of it all
remains a cipher. Constrained by the APA’s “Goldwater rule,” which inhibits
mental health professionals from diagnosing public figures they have not
personally examined, many of those qualified to weigh in on the issue have shied
away from discussing it at all. The public has thus been left to wonder whether he
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is mad, bad, or both. The prestigious mental health experts who have contributed
to the revised and updated version of The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump
argue that their moral and civic "duty to warn" supersedes professional neutrality.
Whatever affects him, affects the nation: From the trauma people have
experienced under the Trump administration to the cult-like characteristics of his
followers, he has created unprecedented mental health consequences across our
nation and beyond. With eight new essays (about one hundred pages of new
material), this edition will cover the dangerous ramifications of Trump's unnatural
state. It’s not all in our heads. It’s in his.
The host of the hit reality show The Apprentice presents an invaluable collection
of grounded, hard-hitting advice on business success, from people who have
made it to the boss’s chair at some of America’s most thriving companies. How
can you find the way to the top? Ask people who are already there. Because you
can’t know it all. No matter how smart you are, no matter how comprehensive
your education, no matter how wide-ranging your business experience, there’s
simply no way to acquire all the wisdom you need to make your business flourish.
You need to learn from those who have blazed a trail before you. Donald Trump
has asked many of the brightest, most successful businesspeople he knows—and
some he doesn't know—to answer this question: What's the best business advice
you ever received? The result is a compelling resource of wisdom and wit that
reveals how some of the most accomplished people conduct their personal and
business affairs, giving an inside look into the secrets of corporate success. But
the advice doesn’t only come from the upper echelons of the Fortune 500.
Thoughts poured in from executives at thriving companies large and small,
ranging from well-known icons such as Staples, American Airlines, Lillian Vernon,
and Boeing to family-run operations like Orleans Homebuilders and Carlson
Companies. The Way to the Top brings together the core ideas that have guided
more than 150 of today’s top businesspeople, offering a range of inspiring and
practical advice on making good decisions, conducting yourself appropriately,
developing your career, communicating with others, leading a team effectively,
and much more. Some of the entries are simple entreaties, some portray
intriguing vignettes, and others outline lists of guiding principles; all are
illuminating, instructive, and insightful. A telling to-do list for the aspiring
professional, The Way to the Top belongs on every business bookshelf.
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